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Systemic immunity triggered by local plant–microbe interactions is studied as systemic acquired
resistance (SAR) or induced systemic resistance (ISR) depending on the site of induction and the
lifestyle of the inducing microorganism. SAR is induced by pathogens interacting with leaves,
whereas ISR is induced by beneficial microbes interacting with roots. Although salicylic acid (SA)
is a central component of SAR, additional signals exclusively promote systemic and not local
immunity. These signals cooperate in SAR- and possibly also ISR-associated signaling networks
that regulate systemic immunity. The non-SA SAR pathway is driven by pipecolic acid or its
presumed bioactive derivative N-hydroxy-pipecolic acid. This pathway further regulates interplant defense propagation through volatile organic compounds that are emitted by SARinduced plants and recognized as defense cues by neighboring plants. Both SAR and ISR
influence phytohormone crosstalk towards enhanced defense against pathogens, which at the
same time affects the composition of the plant microbiome. This potentially leads to further
changes in plant defense, plant–microbe, and plant–plant interactions. Therefore, we propose
that such inter-organismic interactions could be combined in potentially highly effective plant
protection strategies.

I. Introduction
Plants respond to their environment in a stimulus-specific manner.
These responses often converge on different phytohormone
pathways that interact with each other and presumably fine-tune
the net response of the plant to optimize fitness (Pieterse et al.,
2012; Erb, 2019). When exposed to biotic stress in the form of
pathogens plants drive up their defenses through one or more of the
canonical defense phytohormones salicylic acid (SA), jasmonic acid
(JA), or ethylene (ET) (Glazebrook, 2005; Vlot et al., 2009;
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Pieterse et al., 2012). Biotrophic and hemi-biotrophic pathogens
that depend on living host tissues and cells for nutrition are fended
off mainly through SA-dependent immune mechanisms.
Necrotrophic pathogens that live off dead or dying tissues, as well
as insects, enhance JA defenses acting in concert with ET. Once
induced locally, systemic signals spread from the affected site
through the plant inducing a state of readiness in the systemic,
unaffected tissues to respond with enhanced resistance to a
following secondary stress. This is known as induced or systemic
resistance, which is often mechanistically similar to ‘priming’, a
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form of potentiation allowing exacerbated reactions after a
secondary stress stimulus (Conrath et al., 2015).
(Hemi-)biotrophic pathogens induce SA-dependent defense
responses (Vlot et al., 2009). On first encounter, plants recognize
pathogen-/microbe-associated molecular patterns (P/MAMPs) on
the surface of pathogens through pattern recognition receptors
localized on the plant cell surface. This leads to PAMP-triggered
immunity (PTI), a form of basal resistance restricting pathogen
growth (Jones & Dangl, 2006). After entering the cytoplasm of
host cells, pathogen effectors inhibit PTI, thus enhancing pathogen
growth. However, if pathogen effectors activate host
RESISTANCE (R) protein-dependent responses, this induces a
relatively strong defense response, effector-triggered immunity
(ETI), which culminates in programmed death of the infected and
surrounding tissue fully restricting spread of the pathogen (Jones &
Dangl, 2006). PTI and ETI both depend on SA and each induce a
systemic, SA-dependent defense response that is known as systemic
acquired resistance (SAR) (Vlot et al., 2009; Spoel & Dong, 2012;
Conrath et al., 2015). SAR is a long-lasting form of resistance
against a broad spectrum of (hemi-)biotrophic pathogens. Under
laboratory conditions, the SAR state can last from ~3–10 days,
depending on the plant and pathogen used, to considerably longer
timeframes as evidenced by so-called trans-generational SAR,
where the SAR-state is propagated in progeny plants of induced
parents (Luna et al., 2012).
Another prominent form of induced (pathogen) resistance is
triggered by commensal bacteria in the rhizosphere of the plant
and is termed induced systemic resistance (ISR) (Pieterse et al.,
2014). Compared to SAR, ISR appears to act against a
considerably broader spectrum of pathogens, including both
(hemi-)biotrophic and necrotrophic pathogens. Although a local
or early pre-exposure of plants to abiotic stress also triggers
systemic or trans-generational propagation of tolerance, this
review mainly focuses on induced disease resistance, including
SAR and ISR. We discuss current knowledge of their molecular
mechanisms, the influence of phytohormone crosstalk on these
processes, and reciprocal interactions between SAR/ISR and
plant-associated pathogenic and commensal organisms known as
the plant microbiome. We further focus on recent evidence of
inter-plant responses, highlighting the possible ecological and
agronomical relevance of SAR and ISR components for (crop)
plant protection.

II. Systemic acquired resistance (SAR)
SAR is mostly studied as a leaf-to-leaf response that is believed to
depend on two parallel and interconnected pathways, one dependent on SA, the other dependent on the non-proteinogenic amino
acid pipecolic acid (Pip) or its presumed bio-active derivative Nhydroxy-Pip (NHP).
1. The SA-dependent SAR pathway
SA accumulates during SAR both locally and systemically, and early
experiments showed that degradation of SA by the bacterial SA
hydroxylase NahG compromised both local SA-mediated immunity
Ó 2020 The Authors
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and SAR (reviewed in Vlot et al., 2009). Although SA is systemically
mobile, in Arabidopsis thaliana moving via an apoplastic route (Lim
et al., 2016), its long-distance mobility alone does not appear to be
causative for the establishment of SAR (Vernooij et al., 1994; Lim
et al., 2020). In grafting experiments, tobacco rootstocks expressing
NahG generate systemic signals that trigger SAR in wild-type scions
(Vernooij et al., 1994). Reciprocally, NahG-expressing scions do not
mount a functional SAR response to long-distance signals from
wild-type rootstocks, suggesting that SA accumulation in systemic
tissues is necessary for SAR to occur (Fig. 1). Similarly, cuticledefective Arabidopsis mutants, which display impaired apoplastic
SA accumulation and transport, accumulate SAR signals in petiole
exudates of infected leaves, but do not respond with SAR to petiole
exudates of infected wild-type plants (Fig. 1) (Xia et al., 2009; Lim
et al., 2020). Notably, Lim et al. (2020) detected low levels of
apoplastic SA in NahG tobacco and in petiole exudates of cuticledefective Arabidopsis. Therefore, the authors suggest that SA
contributes to long-distance propagation of defense signaling in
cooperation with other signaling molecules. Alternatively, SA
accumulation appears to play a dominant role in systemic SAR
signal perception or propagation (Vernooij et al., 1994; Lim et al.,
2020). Perhaps partitioning of SA between the apoplast and cytosol,
which is compromised in cuticle-defective mutants (Lim et al.,
2020), contributes to the dispersal and fortification of the SAR signal
either en route from the infected to the systemic tissue or within the
systemic tissues themselves. This hypothesis is supported by the lack
of responsiveness of the cuticle mutants to SAR-associated resistance
inducers, including Pip (Lim et al., 2020).
Long-distance signals other than SA might include methyl
salicylate (MeSA), which accumulates in infected tissues and is not
degraded by NahG (Park et al., 2007). SA methyltransferase (SAMT)
transcript accumulation in the local infected tissue is necessary for
tobacco mosaic virus-induced SAR in tobacco. Reciprocally,
hydrolysis of MeSA to its defense-active derivative SA by SAbinding protein 2 (SABP2), a methyl esterase (MES), is essential for
SAR (Kumar & Klessig, 2003). SABP2’s MES activity is inhibited
by SA, and necessary in systemic tissues for SAR signal recognition
or propagation (Park et al., 2007). This translates into a working
model, in which SAMT and MES promote SAR by regulating
MeSA ↔ SA homeostasis (Fig. 2). In infected tissues, SA levels
increase, inhibiting the MES enzymatic activity of SABP2 and
related enzymes in Arabidopsis, which in turn promotes the
accumulation of MeSA (Park et al., 2007; Vlot et al., 2008). After
its systemic translocation, MeSA is hydrolyzed by MES promoting
the accumulation of SA, which in turn enhances immunity via
positive feedback regulation of its own accumulation (Park et al.,
2007; Vlot et al., 2009). In addition to SAR in tobacco, SAR in
potato and Arabidopsis has been associated with SAMT and MES
and thus with MeSA as a potential long-distance signal (Vlot et al.,
2008; Park et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2010; Manosalva et al., 2010; Liu
et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2019).
In Arabidopsis the role of MeSA in SAR appears to depend on
the exposure of infected plants to light with longer light exposure
immediately following infection reducing the importance of MeSA
for SAR (Liu et al., 2011). In fact, exposure to light influences SAR
(Zeier et al., 2004), and phytochrome (PHY)-mediated
New Phytologist (2021) 229: 1234–1250
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Fig. 1 Signaling functions of systemic acquired resistance (SAR) signaling components in local SAR signal generation/transmission and systemic SAR signal
perception/propagation. Signaling components are listed in groups of potentially co-operating signals and assigned to phloem-mediated (green arrow) and
airborne (pink arrow) routes. The assignment of spatially distinct roles of signaling components in SAR is based on data from grafting, petiole exudate, and plantto-plant communication experiments from literature sources cited in the column on the right. Gray letters indicate indirect evidence. Abbreviations: ALD1,
AGD2-like DEFENSE RESPONSE PROTEIN1; AzA, azelaic acid; AZI1, AZELAIC ACID INDUCED 1; DIR1, DEFECTIVE IN INDUCED RESISTANCE 1; EARLI1,
EARLY ARABIDOPSIS ALUMINUM INDUCED 1; G3P, glycerol-3-phosphate; LLP1, LEGUME LECTIN-LIKE PROTEIN 1; MeSA, methyl salicylate; Pip, pipecolic
acid; SA, salicylic acid.

recognition of the ratio of red:far-red light might play a dominant
role in this process (Griebel & Zeier, 2008). Notably, the SARdefective phenotype of phyAphyB mutant plants (Griebel & Zeier,
2008) might be associated with reduced monoterpene emissions,
which are observed during shade avoidance (Kegge et al., 2013), a
phenotype that is constitutively observed in phyB mutant plants
(Ballare & Pierik, 2017). Similar to phytochromes A and B,
monoterpenes promote SAR and not local SA-mediated immune
responses (Griebel & Zeier, 2008; Riedlmeier et al., 2017). Since
monoterpenes act downstream of Pip (Wenig et al., 2019), the Pip
pathway in SAR might depend on light, whereas the MeSA/SA
pathway becomes more important if less light is available
immediately following infection. Thus, perhaps light and other
environmental/abiotic factors differentially influence the MeSA/
SA and Pip pathways of SAR, providing flexibility to the plant to
enhance its global immune response under varying conditions.
2. SA and Pip: interconnected SAR signals
Whereas the SA and Pip/NHP pathways are believed to act as two
parallel pathways in SAR (Gao et al., 2015), recent evidence
suggests that both pathways are co-ordinately regulated. A set of at
least seven overlapping transcription factors regulates the expression of Pip and NHP biosynthetic genes as well as that of the key
enzyme driving pathogen-induced SA accumulation,
ISOCHORISMATE SYNTHASE 1 (ICS1, also known as SID2)
(Wildermuth et al., 2001; Sun et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2020; Sun
et al., 2020). Mutation of CALMODULIN BINDING
TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR 1-3 (CAMTA1-3) in Arabidopsis
causes constitutive disease resistance, which is dependent on both
SA and Pip/NHP (Sun et al., 2020). Notably, these compounds
appear to fortify not only their own, but also each other’s
accumulation by regulating the expression of the respective
biosynthetic enzymes through another set of shared, CAMTAregulated transcription factors, SAR-DEFICIENT 1 (SARD1) and
New Phytologist (2021) 229: 1234–1250
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CALMODULIN BINDING PROTEIN 60g (CBP60g) (Fig. 2)
(Kim et al., 2020; Sun et al., 2020). Both of these transcription
factors are further positively regulated by TGACG-binding factor
(TGA) 1 and 4 (Sun et al., 2018). In contrast to Pip-deficient
mutants, which are fully SAR-defective, moderate SAR and Pip- or
NHP-induced resistance responses can be observed in SAcompromised sid2 mutant plants (Bernsdorff et al., 2016; Hartmann et al., 2018). In addition, exogenous Pip or NHP application
induces resistance which is associated with elevated SA accumulation and signaling (Navarova et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2018;
Hartmann et al., 2018). Elevated endogenous Pip levels have
further been associated with a stabilization of the NONEXPRESSOR OF PR GENES 1 (NPR1) protein, presumably in
the cytosol (Kim et al., 2020). NPR1 is one of three currently
known SA receptors activating SA-mediated defenses via a function
in the nucleus (Fu et al., 2012; Ding et al., 2018). Interestingly, Pipmediated induction of NPR1 protein accumulation appears to
regulate the expression of both Pip and SA biosynthetic genes as
well as that of SARD1 and CBP60g (Kim et al., 2020). The same set
of genes is primed to respond to low SA levels in the presence of Pip
(Kim et al., 2020), while SA induces the expression of Pip and NHP
biosynthetic genes (Ding et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2020). Because
accumulation of SA and Pip/NHP thus appear interdependent and
synergistic, it is conceivable that SAR relies on the reciprocal
fortification of the two signaling pathways (Fig. 2).
Notably, SARD1-dependent defense responses through SA and
Pip/NHP are further activated by CALCIUM-DEPENDENT
PROTEIN KINASE 5 (CPK5) (Dubiella et al., 2013; Guerra et al.,
2020). After infection the CPK5 kinase is presumably activated by
changes in intracellular Ca2+ levels, and phosphorylates the reactive
oxygen species (ROS)-producing enzyme RESPIRATORY
BURST HOMOLOG D (RBOHD) (Dubiella et al., 2013). This
leads to elevated ROS levels in the form of apoplastic hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2) (Miller et al., 2009). H2O2 then activates,
through an unknown mechanism, CPK5 in turn enhancing its own
Ó 2020 The Authors
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Fig. 2 Schematic overview of molecular mechanisms of systemic acquired resistance (SAR). Signaling cascades in the local infected leaf are summarized in the
lower yellow box (on right), signaling cascades in the systemic leaf are shown in the upper grey box (on right). Color-coded bubbles with numbers correspond to
the larger bubbles on the left with the same color and number, showing the signaling pathways in more detail. Compounds transported between local and
systemic tissue are depicted in arrows and color-coded with the respective pathways. Abbreviations: AzA, azelaic acid; AZI1, AZELAIC ACID INDUCED 1; BAK1,
BRI1-ASSOCIATED RECEPTOR KINASE; BKK1, BAK1-LIKE 1; CAMTA, CALMODULIN BINDING TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR; CBP60g, CALMODULIN
BINDING PROTEIN 60g; CPK5, CALCIUM-DEPENDENT PROTEIN KINASE 5; DA, dehydroabietinal; DIR1, DEFECTIVE IN INDUCED RESISTANCE 1; EARLI1,
EARLY ARABIDOPSIS ALUMINUM INDUCED 1; EDS1, ENHANCED DISEASE SUSCEPTIBILITY 1; G3P, glycerol-3-phosphate; LLP1, LEGUME LECTIN-LIKE
PROTEIN 1; MES, methyl esterase; MeSA, methyl salicylate; MPK, MITOGEN-ACTIVATED PROTEIN KINASE; NHP, N-hydroxy-pipecolic acid; NO, nitric
oxide; NPR1, NON-EXPRESSOR OF PR GENES 1; Pip, pipecolic acid; RBOHD, RESPIRATORY BURST OXIDASE HOMOLOG D; ROS, reactive oxygen species;
SA, salicylic acid; SAMT, SA methyltransferase; SARD1, SAR-DEFICIENT 1; TGA, TGACG SEQUENCE-SPECIFIC BINDING PROTEIN.

accumulation via RBOHD (Dubiella et al., 2013). Because CPK5
and RBOHD influence systemic defense and/or defense-associated
gene expression, it seems plausible that a CPK5-RBOHD module
promotes SAR via a ROS-based cell-to-cell communication
mechanism (Miller et al., 2009; Dubiella et al., 2013; Guerra
et al., 2020). Subsequently, defense might be activated in recipient
cells through SARD1 (Guerra et al., 2020), activating the SA-Pip/
NHP feedback loop (Fig. 2).
Ó 2020 The Authors
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3. The Pip-dependent SAR pathway
In the presence of a pathogen stimulus, Pip is synthesized in
chloroplasts from L-lysine in a two-step process by the aminotransferase AGD2-like Defense Response Protein 1 (ALD1) and
the reducing factor SAR-DEFICIENT 4 (SARD4) (P. Ding et al.,
2016; Y. Ding et al., 2016; Hartmann et al., 2017; Navarova et al.,
2012). Subsequently, Pip is converted outside of plastids to its
New Phytologist (2021) 229: 1234–1250
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presumed bioactive derivative NHP by FLAVIN-DEPENDENT
MONOOXYGENASE 1 (FMO1) (Chen et al., 2018; Hartmann
et al., 2018). Mutations in any of these genes fully abrogate SAR
(Mishina & Zeier, 2006; Navarova et al., 2012; P. Ding et al., 2016;
Hartmann et al., 2017). In addition to the transcription factormediated positive feedback loop promoting both Pip/NHP and SA
accumulation discussed earlier, Pip is subject to three additional
positive feedback loops (C. Wang et al., 2018; Y. Wang et al., 2018;
Wenig et al., 2019). One of these is mediated by MAP kinases 3 and
6, which are activated downstream of Pip, and in turn regulate the
transcription factor WRKY33, which binds to the promoter of
ALD1 enhancing its expression and in turn Pip accumulation (Y.
Wang et al., 2018). Notably, local activation of MAP kinases 3 and
6 is sufficient to enhance systemic immunity, and this is dependent
on ALD1, FMO1 and NPR1 (Y. Wang et al., 2018). However,
ALD1 and thus de novo Pip biosynthesis is not required for local
SAR signal generation (Fig. 1) (Wang, C et al. C. Wang et al.,
2018). Instead, de novo synthesis of Pip through ALD1 is essential
for the perception or propagation of SAR signals in systemic tissues
(Figs 1, 2) (C. Wang et al., 2018).
Pip, and presumably NHP, is further promoted in two feedback
loops that specifically affect systemic immunity and not local/basal
defense, and act in parallel with SA (Wang et al., 2014; C. Wang
et al., 2018; Wenig et al., 2019). In this pathway, Pip acts upstream
of nitric oxide (NO) and ROS, which fortify each other to promote
SAR (Fig. 2) (C. Wang et al., 2018). ROS accumulation is further
believed to promote the fragmentation of C18 membrane lipids,
leading to the accumulation of the C9 di-carboxylic acid azelaic
acid (AzA) (Zoeller et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2014; Wittek et al.,
2014). AzA was originally found in petiole exudates of infected
Arabidopsis plants and associated with SAR (Jung et al., 2009).
Exogenous AzA primes defense responses, and this is dependent on
both SA and Pip/NHP (Jung et al., 2009). Since exogenous AzA is
systemically mobile (Yu et al., 2013; Cecchini et al., 2015),
presumably moving via a symplastic route (Lim et al., 2016), AzA
may function as a mobile signal for SAR, systemically inducing SAand Pip/NHP-dependent defense responses. The predicted lipid
transfer protein AZELAIC ACID INDUCED 1 (AZI1) is induced
by AzA and essential for the establishment of AzA-induced
resistance and SAR (Jung et al., 2009; Cecchini et al., 2015).
Conditional expression of AZI1 or its functionally redundant
homolog EARLY ABIDOPSIS ALUMINUM INDUCED 1
(EARLI1) in local infected tissues is sufficient to promote SAR
(Cecchini et al., 2015). In addition, AZI1 and EARLI1 have been
shown to support movement of AzA between chloroplast and
plasma membranes (Cecchini et al., 2015). Because AZI1 physically interacts with PLASMODESMATA LOCALIZING
PROTEIN 1 (PDLP1), an AZI1/EARLI1 complex might promote
SAR by facilitating symplastic movement of AzA via plasmodesmata (Cecchini et al., 2015; Lim et al., 2016).
In the absence of genetic evidence it is difficult to assess if AzA
promotes SAR by a function in the local or systemic tissue. AzAinduced resistance and SAR are dependent on the accumulation of
glycerol-3-phosphate (G3P), an intermediate of membrane lipid
metabolism (Chanda et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2013). Elevated AzA
levels induce G3P accumulation (Yu et al., 2013). However, in
New Phytologist (2021) 229: 1234–1250
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contrast to AzA, exogenous G3P is not sufficient to trigger
enhanced immunity in Arabidopsis plants. Instead, G3P appears to
cooperate with other signals in Arabidopsis petiole exudates, which
might include Pip and the predicted lipid-transfer protein
DEFECTIVE IN INDUCED RESISTANCE 1 (DIR1) (Chanda
et al., 2011; Wenig et al., 2019). Studies using SAR-deficient
Arabidopsis plants with reduced AzA, AZI1, and G3P levels
showed that this did not affect the resistance-inducing potential of
petiole exudates from these plants (Gao et al., 2014; Lim et al.,
2016). Reciprocally, the same genotypes do not mount an induced
resistance response when exposed to SAR-induced wild-type
exudates, together placing AzA, AZI1, and G3P systemically in
SAR (Fig. 1). Nevertheless, G3P biosynthesis seems exclusively
required in the local, infected and not in the systemic tissues for
SAR (Chanda et al., 2011). Similarly, DIR1 is also exclusively
required for local SAR signal generation or transmission and not for
its systemic recognition (Fig. 1) (Maldonado et al., 2002).
Furthermore, DIR1 appears to be translocated by a similar
PDLP-dependent mechanism as G3P and AzA (Carella et al.,
2015; Lim et al., 2016). Taken together, it is possible that DIR1
(and/or its functionally redundant homolog DIR1-like
(Champigny et al., 2013) promote SAR by supporting longdistance transport of G3P, AzA, and/or other SAR-associated
signals. Additional systemic roles of G3P, AzA, and AZI1 might
contribute to the establishment of SAR by feed-forward stimulation of Pip in the systemic tissue (Jung et al., 2009; Lim et al., 2016;
C. Wang et al., 2018). In support of this hypothesis, elevated levels
of G3P stabilize transcript accumulation of AZI1 and DIR1, and
this in turn promotes G3P accumulation (Yu et al., 2013). In
addition, systemic, but not local, accumulation of Pip depends on
the NO ↔ ROS, AzA, G3P pathway (C. Wang et al. 2018). This
suggests long-distance positive feedback regulation of the Pip/
NHP SAR pathway (Fig. 2). This positive feedback loop is further
fortified by another layer of feedback regulation depending on
volatile monoterpenes (Wenig et al., 2019).
4. Lectins in SAR signal perception
As discussed earlier, much is known about SAR-related events that
lead to SAR signal transmission from local infected tissues and also
about systemic events underlying the SAR-associated enhanced
resistance response. By comparison, relatively little is known about
how mobile SAR signals are recognized upon their arrival in
systemic leaves. Factors that are necessary for SAR signal recognition in systemic leaves include LEGUME LECTIN LIKE
PROTEIN 1 (LLP1) (Wenig et al., 2019). LLP1 is a glycoprotein
and a member of the lectin-legB family of legume lectin-like
proteins. The protein is localized on the apoplastic side of the
plasma membrane (Armijo et al., 2013), and is essential for SAR
(Breitenbach et al., 2014). LLP1 protein accumulation in the
apoplast is dependent on ENHANCED DISEASE
SUSCEPTIBILITY 1 (EDS1), which acts upstream of SA
promoting SA accumulation as part of an SA positive feedback
loop (Vlot et al., 2009). Nevertheless, local PTI and ETI responses
as well as SA-induced resistance do not appear to depend on LLP1
(Breitenbach et al., 2014). Although we cannot exclude a mild and
Ó 2020 The Authors
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transient influence of LLP1 on ETI (Armijo et al., 2013), the data
place LLP1 in an EDS1-dependent, SA-independent defense
pathway, which also includes FMO1, AzA, and monoterpenes
(Bartsch et al., 2006; Breitenbach et al., 2014; Wittek et al., 2014;
Riedlmeier et al., 2017). Strikingly, LLP1 is required for defense
responses downstream of Pip, G3P, and monoterpenes, and
appears to act as a key regulator of a positive feedback loop, which
includes these compounds and regulates both intra- and inter-plant
SAR (Fig. 3) (Wenig et al., 2019). In addition to its role in SA
signaling, EDS1 acts upstream in this pathway and thus potentially
also upstream of the Pip, NO ↔ ROS, AzA, G3P pathway of SAR.
Thus, in addition to various points of crosstalk between the SA and
Pip/NHP SAR pathways, EDS1 might function as a common
upstream regulator of both.
Notably, LLP1 promotes SAR by a function in the systemic,
SAR signal-perceiving tissues, whereas the protein plays a minor
role, if any, in local generation of phloem-mobile SAR signals
(Wenig et al., 2019). It thus seems possible that LLP1 systemically
recognizes a long-distance mobile signal. As a predicted lectin,
LLP1 might interact with free sugars or cell wall-bound carbohydrates. However, not all features of carbohydrate-binding proteins
are conversed in LLP1’s lectin domain (Armijo et al., 2013).
Because lectins have also been observed to bind other small
molecules, including amino acids and small lipids or peptides
(Komath et al., 2006), many of the putative long-distance SAR
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signals discussed earlier could function as a ligand of LLP1. In
support of a role of lectins as signal receptors, the lectin receptor
kinase LecRK-VI.2 was recently associated with SAR. Its ligand,
extracellular nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (eNAD+) and/or
eNAD+ phosphate, promotes local defense responses, and this
effect is exacerbated systemically (Zhang & Mou, 2012; Wang
et al., 2019). The data implicate eNAD+/eNAD+ phosphate in the
long-distance propagation of defense within plants.
5. Plant-to-plant communication of SAR
According to various studies, plants are able to communicate an
alerted state to surrounding other plants (Liu & Brettell, 2019;
Markovic et al., 2019). Such plant-to-plant communication
appears ecologically useful, allowing neighboring plants to activate
their defenses and be prepared for an imminent attack. This process
is mediated by volatile organic compounds (VOCs), molecules that
are characterized by a low molecular weight and that can easily
evaporate at room temperature (Pennerman et al., 2016). A blend
of plant-emitted VOCs differs according to the type of stimulus
that the emitter plant is exposed to. Indeed, different types of
stimuli can activate the release of VOCs, for example: mechanical
damage, the feeding activity of an insect, a pathogen infection, and
abiotic stresses such as drought and extreme temperatures (Brilli
et al., 2019). The stimulus itself is not the only cause for the release
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4 Induced resistance
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Fig. 3 Plant-to-plant propagation of systemic acquired resistance (SAR). Following a pathogen inoculation on a local leaf (1), plants activate a cascade of
reactions that trigger a systemic response (2) in distal tissues. Riedlmeier et al. (2017) showed that infected plants emit volatile organic compounds (VOCs) such
as pinenes and camphene (3) that are synthesized from a geranyl diphosphate precursor. These VOCs are recognized as defense cues through LEGUME
LECTIN-LIKE PROTEIN1 (LLP1; 4) which activates a positive feedback loop, including pipecolic acid (Pip) and glycerol-3-phosphate (G3P), subsequently
leading to the production and emission of further volatile defense cues. Headspace exposure of Arabidopsis to pinenes induces reactive oxygen species (ROS)
accumulation and upregulates a series of SAR-associated genes, including PATHOGENESIS-RELATED 1 (PR1), FLG22-INDUCED RECEPTOR-LIKE KINASE1
(FRK1) and the AZI1 paralogs AZI3 and At4g12500 (AZI4), EARLY ABIDOPSIS ALUMINUM INDUCED 1 (EARLI1), CALMODULIN BINDING PROTEIN 60g
(CBP60g), and more.
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of VOCs, also environmental factors or the developmental stage of
the plant can influence the composition of the emission (Ninkovic
et al., 2019).
Although the putative SAR long-distance signal MeSA can act as
an airborne defense cue, its role in SAR is believed to be restricted to
intra-plant communication (Shulaev et al., 1997; Park et al., 2007,
2009; Wenig et al., 2019). In addition, we recently showed that
there are other airborne signals that (also) propagate innate
immune responses between plants. Upon SAR induction by
infection of Arabidopsis with avirulent Pseudomonas syringae, the
VOCs emitted by the plants include elevated levels of the
monoterpenes a-pinene, b-pinene, and camphene. Exposure of
Arabidopsis to these compounds induces ROS accumulation and
expression of SA- and SAR-associated genes, including AZI1 and
CBP60g, in the receiver plants (Riedlmeier et al., 2017). Importantly, geranylgeranyl diphosphate synthase 12 (ggpps12) mutant
plants with reduced monoterpene emissions are unable to mount a
SAR response, suggesting that monoterpenes are essential for intraplant SAR (Riedlmeier et al., 2017; Wenig et al., 2019).
Additionally, plant-to-plant communication experiments showed
that SAR-induced sender plants emit volatile defense cues that are
perceived by receiver plants, resulting in the establishment of a
SAR-like state in the receiver (Fig. 3). This inter-plant propagation
of SAR depends on the presence of monoterpenes in the volatile
emissions of the sender plants (Riedlmeier et al., 2017; Wenig et al.,
2019). Notably, receiver plants not only mount SAR-like immune
responses, but also activate a positive feedback loop resulting in
VOC emissions that are recognized as defense cues by further
receiver plants (Wenig et al., 2019). The latter feedback loop is
dependent on LLP1 and on Pip and G3P, which might cooperate to
trigger monoterpene emissions and SAR (Figs 2, 3).

and/or WRKY and ETHYLENE RESPONSE FACTORs (Dey et al.,
2014). In contrast, systemic immunity against Blumeria graminis
f.sp. hordei might depend on SA, while Pip triggers systemic
resistance in barley against both pathogens (Lenk et al., 2018,
2019). Pip accumulates in barley petiole exudates after a resistanceinducing infection, and exogenous Pip application induces NO
accumulation and primes ROS production (Lenk et al., 2019),
providing evidence for a possible conservation of the Pip pathway
of SAR between monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous plants
(Fig. 4). While we are beginning to understand possible similarities
and differences between induced resistance responses in monocots
and dicots, it will be imperative to study SAR in more detail in
monocots such as barley or wheat before applying SAR signaling
components, i.e. from Arabidopsis, towards protection of cereal
crops in the field.

III. The mobile SAR signal
A question that is often asked in relation to SAR is: ‘Why so many
signals?’. Whereas SA and Pip influence both local/basal and
systemic defense responses (Vlot et al., 2009; Navarova et al.,
2012), other SAR signaling components, including MeSA, G3P,
DIR1/DIR1-like, AZI1/EARLI1, monoterpenes and LLP1 appear
to specifically promote systemic immunity. In line with a possible
role of AzA in local and systemic immunity, AZI1 and EARLI1
promote (AzA-dependent) SAR by functions in local, infected and
systemic tissues (Fig. 1; Jung et al., 2009; Cecchini et al., 2015; Lim
et al., 2016). Whereas LLP1 might promote local monoterpene
emissions, the protein probably performs its main function in
systemic perception or propagation of phloem-mobile signals and/
or airborne defense cues (Fig. 1; Wenig et al., 2019).

6. SAR in monocots
Knowledge about SAR and the required signaling mechanisms is
scarce in monocotyledonous plants. Some elements of SAR,
especially those related to SA signaling, including downstream
players such as NPR1, SA-associated transcription factors, and
several PR genes are conserved between dicotyledonous and
monocotyledonous plants (Sharma et al., 2013; Balmer et al.,
2013b). Although monocots produce SA and support downstream
signaling, the physiological relevance of SA during defense
responses is less clear and seems to vary between species (Klessig
et al., 2018). SAR-like systemic immunity has been observed in
monocots, including maize, barley, wheat, and banana (Wu et al.,
2013; Yang et al., 2013; Balmer et al., 2013a; Dey et al., 2014).
Colletotrichum graminicola-induced systemic immunity in maize
appears associated with both SA and abscisic acid (ABA) (Balmer
et al., 2013a), while Fusarium oxysporum-induced systemic resistance in banana coincides with elevated SA levels in systemic tissues
(Wu et al., 2013). A local infection of barley with
Pseudomonas syringae enhances the resistance of systemic tissues
against different pathogens with seemingly differing requirements
for SA to support the enhanced defense response (Dey et al., 2014;
Lenk et al., 2018). Barley systemic resistance against Xanthomonas
translucens is not associated with SA, but potentially with JA/ABA
New Phytologist (2021) 229: 1234–1250
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Of the SAR signaling components discussed earlier MeSA,
DIR1, and monoterpene accumulation or emission are required
only in the local infected tissue for SAR signal generation or
transmission (Fig. 1; Maldonado et al., 2002; Park et al., 2007;
Riedlmeier et al., 2017; Wenig et al., 2019). Since de novo
accumulation in the systemic tissue of none of these seem to
contribute to systemic signal recognition, it is possible that these
signaling components regulate or themselves act as long-distance
signals that upon recognition by other factors, potentially including
LLP1, trigger defense. Similarly, G3P biosynthesis is required only
in the local infected and not in systemic tissues for SAR, although
indirect evidence from mutants with reduced G3P and AzA
accumulation suggests a possible additional role of this compound
in the systemic tissue (Fig. 1; Chanda et al., 2011; Gao et al., 2014;
Lim et al., 2016). Together, MeSA, DIR1, and G3P or a G3Pderived signal might function as a phloem-mobile SAR signal
module to induce SAR. Notably, these signals might interact to
fortify each other’s effectiveness: DIR1 and G3P reciprocally
support each other’s systemic translocation (Chanda et al., 2011).
Concomitantly, DIR1 inhibits SAMT transcript accumulation in
the systemic tissue, while exogenous G3P application systemically
represses SAMT transcript accumulation and induces that of the
Arabidopsis SABP2 ortholog MES9 (Chanda et al., 2011). In doing
so, DIR1 in cooperation with G3P or a G3P-derived signal could
promote SAR by strengthening the MeSA-dependent phloemmobile SAR signal (Fig. 2).
SAR depends on the conversion of di-hydroxy acetone
phosphate (DHAP) to G3P catalyzed by the DHAP reductase/
G3P dehydrogenase GLY1 (Kachroo et al., 2004; Nandi et al.,
2004; Chanda et al., 2011). G3P subsequently acts as an
essential precursor of membrane galactolipid biosynthesis, and
this likely is important for its role in SAR given the number of
studies relating galactolipids to SAR (Gao et al., 2014) and
defense (reviewed in Lim et al., 2017). Reciprocally, G3P can be
converted back to DHAP by other G3P dehydrogenases that are
normally found in mitochondria (Shen et al., 2006). In this
reaction DHAP is subsequently rearranged to glyceraldehyde-3phosphate (GAP) by triosephosphate isomerases, which in
Arabidopsis occur in chloroplast and cytosol (Lopez-Castillo
et al., 2016). It might be worthwhile to study if such enzymes
are physiologically relevant for SAR, because GAP is one of two
precursors of the methylerythritol phosphate pathway, which
produces precursors of monoterpenenoid and diterpenenoid
biosynthesis (Tholl & Lee, 2011). This would connect G3P with
monoterpene emissions and also with accumulation of the
diterpene dihydroabietinal (DA). DA is systemically mobile,
possibly in conjunction with DIR1, and has been associated with
SAR, cooperating with AzA upstream of AZI1 to induce defense
(Chaturvedi et al., 2012). It is thus tempting to speculate that
monoterpenes or DA might be G3P-derived factors that are
translocated from local infected to systemic tissues in conjunction with DIR1, whose ligand so far remains unknown, to
promote SA accumulation downstream of MeSA. Monoterpene
transmission via the air might further ensure distribution of SAR
signals to leaves outside of the orthostichy, i.e. not connected via
phloem to the site of SAR signal generation.
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While attractive, the earlier model does not explain why other
prominent SAR-associated signaling entities, including SA, Pip/
NHP, and AzA are systemically mobile. Petiole exudates of Pipdeficient ald1 mutant plants contain SAR-inducing signals, while
de novo accumulation of Pip is necessary in systemic tissues for SAR
to be induced (C. Wang et al., 2018). This phenotype of Pipdeficient plants is strikingly similar to that of SA-compromised
NahG plants or cuticle-defective mutants described earlier.
Recently, Lim et al. (2020) suggested that SA, although not alone
sufficient for long-distance signaling, might cooperate with another
phloem-mobile signal to trigger SAR. Considering reciprocal
positive feedback regulation between SA and Pip (Fig. 2), this cofactor might be Pip or NHP or its O-glucoside (Chen et al., 2018).
In this model, Pip/NHP might either themselves act as mobile
signal(s) or induce downstream signal(s), which would presumably
include G3P and monoterpenes, connecting back to the SAR signal
module above. Systemically, Pip or a G3P-derived signal would
trigger the Pip-G3P positive feedback loop resulting in elevated
Pip/NHP levels. Concomitantly, MeSA/SA would initiate positive
feedback regulation of SA signaling, while SA and Pip/NHP fortify
each other via the SARD1/CBP60g-dependent feedback loop
(Fig. 2).
The earlier-described working model of a SAR signal module
might provide specificity to systemic immunity that is distinct from
local SA-mediated resistance responses. Perhaps, any signal that is
part of this module suffices to trigger SAR in systemic tissues by
feeding into one of a number of positive feedback loops that
together enhance both SA and Pip/NHP signaling. This would
explain why SAR signal transmission from local tissues is
independent of, for example SA and Pip, yet can be induced by
either of these compounds. In this manner, a number of signaling
entities, including SA, MeSA, Pip, NHP, AzA, DIR1, G3P,
monoterpenes, DA, and potentially more, might be functionally
redundant as long-distance signals. Their interdependence through
reciprocal positive feedback regulation in systemic tissues could
explain why elimination of individual signals abolishes SAR in spite
of functional redundancy in long-distance signaling. Different
signals might further promote systemic resistance against a broad
range of pathogens in a wide range of environmental conditions
ensuring the establishment of SAR irrespective of other (e.g.
abiotic) influences.

IV. Induced systemic resistance (ISR)
ISR is different from SAR by definition in that it is caused by
beneficial soil microorganisms interacting with plant roots (Pieterse
et al., 2014). ISR inducers include plant growth-promoting
rhizobacteria (PGPR), such as Pseudomonas spp., Bacillus spp.,
and Streptomyces spp., and plant growth-promoting fungi (PGPF),
including Trichoderma spp. and Serendipita indica (formerly
Piriformospora indica) (reviewed in Balmer et al., 2013b; Pieterse
et al., 2014; Gill et al., 2016; Aloo et al., 2019; Newitt et al., 2019).
PGPRs or PGPFs have multiple effects on both monocotyledonous
and dicotyledonous plants: they stimulate plant growth (Vacheron
et al., 2013) and can induce resistance responses against a broad
range of pathogens (reviewed in (Pieterse et al., 2014). Similar to
New Phytologist (2021) 229: 1234–1250
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SAR, the induced resistance response protects the plants’ aerial
tissues against (hemi-)biotrophic pathogens. Concomitantly, ISR
is also effective against necrotrophic pathogens (Pieterse et al.,
1996, 2014; Ton et al., 2002; Van der Ent et al., 2008).
Serendipita indica triggers tolerance to a variety of biotic and
abiotic stresses in many plant species (Gill et al., 2016). In barley, it
increases salt stress tolerance as well as resistance to
Blumeria graminis f.sp. hordei and F. culmorum (Waller et al.,
2005), but induces only few expressional changes (Waller et al.,
2008; Molitor et al., 2011). After a challenge infection with
Blumeria graminis f.sp. hordei the priming of Serendipita indicainoculated plants becomes obvious with an earlier and faster
induction of defense gene expression (Waller et al., 2008; Molitor
et al., 2011). Therefore, it seems that – as is the case in other ISR
pathosystems, also in dicots, induced resistance by
Serendipita indica in monocots relies on priming (Pieterse et al.,
2014).
1. Signaling components of ISR
The first studies to identify signaling components involved in this
type of resistance have shown that ISR depends on JA and ET
with a dominant role for the central JA-associated transcription
factor MYC2 in the foliar tissue (Figs 4, 5) (Pozo et al., 2008). In
roots, MYC2 might further contribute to an inhibition of PTI to
facilitate root colonization by PGPR/F (Millet et al., 2010; Jacobs
et al., 2011). In addition, ABA levels increase in roots but even
more strongly in leaves, leading to restricted entry of foliar
pathogens via closure of stomata (Kumar et al., 2012). Although
ISR protects plants from (hemi-)biotrophic pathogens, this does
not seem to be associated with elevated SA levels or signaling
(reviewed in Pieterse et al., 2014). In line with this hypothesis, ISR
has been associated with a non-SA-dependent function of NPR1,
which thus appears bifunctional in supporting SAR and ISR
(Weller et al., 2012; Nie et al., 2017). Interestingly, the
phytohormone response to Serendipita indica is highly hostspecific with for example JA levels rising in rice but not in maize,
and giberellic acid doing vice versa (Liu et al., 2019). Such hostspecific behavior is also seen in response to another resistance
inducer, Trichoderma spp., which can induce SA as well as JA/ET
signaling depending on the experimental conditions and the exact
Trichoderma species involved (reviewed by Vos et al., 2015).
In wheat, root colonization with either the bacterium
Pseudomonas fluorescens or the fungus T. harzianum can induce
resistance against Bipolaris sorokiniana (Singh et al., 2019a,b).
Interestingly, this reaction is fortified by co-application of SA in
the case of Pseudomonas fluorescens and of MeJA in the case of
T. harzianum, with the latter inducing SA production in the
plant. These examples support the idea that ISR, being effective
against both (hemi-)biotrophic and necrotrophic pathogens,
somehow breaks the general ‘SA-JA antagonism’ rule. Similarly,
priming in barley via N-acyl homoserine lactones, quorum
sensing agents of soil bacteria, also exhibits synergy instead of
antagonism between JA and SA (Schenk & Schikora, 2014).
Therefore, it seems that interplay between the different phytohormone signaling pathways determines the outcome of ISR and
New Phytologist (2021) 229: 1234–1250
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this depends on the nature of the plant, the resistance inducer, and
the phytopathogen.
Essential plant components supporting ISR include the transcription factor MYB72, which is induced in the roots but not in the
leaves of plants upon direct contact with rhizobacteria (Van der Ent
et al., 2008) or with the VOCs they emit (Zamioudis et al., 2015;
Sharifi & Ryu, 2016; Martinez-Medina et al., 2017). In Arabidopsis MYB72 is essential for ISR against (hemi-)biotrophic and
necrotrophic pathogens (Van der Ent et al., 2008), and is coexpressed with other factors influencing the plant’s iron deficiency
response (Zamioudis et al., 2015). MYB72 further regulates
expression of the b-glucosidase BGLU42, which is essential for ISR
and presumably mediates hydrolysis of the MYB72-dependent
coumarin scopolin to scopoletin, which is secreted from plant roots
and influences root colonization by microbes (Fig. 5) (Zamioudis
et al., 2014; Stringlis et al., 2018).
Recent evidence suggests that the molecular mechanisms of SAR
and ISR are not completely separated processes. ISR in Arabidopsis
is associated with induced and/or primed expression in both roots
and leaves of AZI1, EARLI1, and/or the LLP1 homolog LEC, which
we recently associated with SAR under the acronym LLP2
(Zamioudis et al., 2014; Timmermann et al., 2019; Wenig et al.,
2019). Moreover, AZI1 and EARLI1 are required for
Pseudomonas simiae-triggered ISR in Arabidopsis and together
with MAP kinases 3 and 6 for aboveground defense induced by AzA
irrigation (Cecchini et al., 2015, 2019). Finally, G3P accumulation
in leaves performs an essential function in ISR-like pathogen
resistance induced in soybean by rhizobia (Shine et al., 2019).
Although we are only beginning to understand potential similarities, it is possible that molecular mechanisms supporting ISR are
not as different from those operating in SAR as previously expected
(Fig. 5). If the non-SA SAR pathway, which includes G3P, AZI1,
EARLI1, and LLP1, would be targeted downstream of PGPR/F
interaction with roots, this might explain why ISR is often active
against (hemi-)biotrophic pathogens in a seemingly SA-independent manner.
2. Interactions with the plant microbiome
The microbiome plays an important role for health and fitness of
many eukaryotes by providing nutrients and support against
pathogens. The latter is achieved either by directly targeting
pathogens with antimicrobial substances or by competitive
outgrowth and depletion of nutrient sources. In plants, interaction with beneficial microbes of the microbiome additionally can
lead to the activation of the plant’s immune system, not in the
least in the form of ISR. Reciprocally, the composition of the
plant microbiome is influenced by plant immunity (Teixeira
et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2019). Focusing on systemic interactions,
beneficial bacteria that are associated with leaves can trigger an
immune response and heighten the resistance of the plant against
pathogens (Fig. 6). In Arabidopsis leaves, Sphingomonas melonis
Fr1 triggers SA- and SAR-associated gene expression changes
(Vogel et al., 2016). In axenic plants, this leads to enhanced
resistance against pathogenic Pseudomonas syringae (Vogel et al.,
2016).
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PGPR/F in the microbiome of the roots form well-studied
examples for the induction of systemic immunity (ISR). Reciprocally,
plants appear to actively shape the microbiome of their rhizosphere.
By exuding a variety of organic and inorganic compounds into the
surrounding soil, so-called rhizodeposition, plants selectively attract
microbes that are beneficial for their own growth and health (Dakora
& Phillips, 2002; Jones et al., 2009). During ISR Arabidopsis exudes
the coumarin scopoletin, which has selective antimicrobial properties:
several ISR-inducing bacteria such as Pseudomonas simiae WCS 417
and Pseudomonas capeferrum WCS358 are insensitive towards it,
whereas the growth of certain pathogenic microbes, including the
Ó 2020 The Authors
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fungi F. oxysporum and Verticillium dahliae is inhibited (Stringlis
et al., 2018). In this manner, ISR influences Arabidopsis defense
against soil-borne/root pathogens while actively shaping the rhizosphere microbiome (Figs 5, 6).
A foliar infection of plants can also influence the recruitment of
bacterial consortia to the roots/rhizosphere. Arabidopsis, for
example, recruits three different PGPR strains Xanthomonas ssp.
WCS2014-23, Stenotrophomonas sp. WCS2014-113 and
Microbacterium sp. WCS2014-259 upon infection of the leaves
with pathogenic Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis (Berendsen et al.,
2018). The recruited PGPRs, in turn, elicit an ISR response in the
New Phytologist (2021) 229: 1234–1250
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Fig. 6 Reciprocal interactions between systemic immunity and the plant microbiome. Pathogens on leaves can induce systemic acquired resistance (SAR) (a),
while commensal microbes on leaves have also been shown to trigger (systemic) immunity (b). While plant growth-promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR) can elicit
induced systemic resistance (ISR) (c), certain pathogenic bacteria on leaves can induce the release of compounds from plant roots into the rhizosphere (d). Some
of these compounds selectively attract ISR-inducing microbes, which can protect successive plant generations growing on the same soil from disease (e).

plant to fend off pathogens. Similarly, a SAR-inducing infection of
Arabidopsis leaves with pathogenic Pseudomonas syringae induces
the secretion of L-malic acid from the roots. In the rhizosphere, Lmalic acid acts as a chemotaxic agent attracting the ISR inducer
Bacillus subtilis FB17 and promoting its biofilm formation
(Rudrappa et al., 2008). In this manner, SAR induces not only
systemic disease resistance, but fortifies this systemic immunity by
promoting additional ISR responses (Fig. 6). Notably, these can be
passed onto future plant generations growing on the same soil
(Berendsen et al., 2018). Thus, diseased plants fortify their soil by
recruiting ISR-inducing microbes, which protects their offspring
from infection, a principle that is very likely responsible for the
beneficial effects of so-called ‘disease-suppressive soils’ (Berendsen
et al., 2012, 2018).

V. Phytohormone crosstalk in SAR and ISR
When considering defense responses in a natural setting, it is rare
that plants are only exposed to a single stressor. It is therefore of
great importance to understand the crosstalk between SAR/ISR and
New Phytologist (2021) 229: 1234–1250
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other signaling cascades, for example those activated by abiotic
stress. One of the most critical phytohormones involved in abiotic
stress responses is ABA, and thus the interplay between this and
SAR/ISR potentially has a profound impact on the effectiveness of
systemic defense after experiencing simultaneous environmental
pressures. Indeed, SA-associated responses are inhibited by the coapplication of exogenous ABA (Yasuda et al., 2008). Although the
direct point of interaction is unknown, ABA enhances the
proteasome-mediated degradation of the SA-receptor NPR1 in
turn compromising SA defenses (Y. Ding et al., 2016). Application
of SA functional analogs also reduces the expression of ABAresponsive and -biosynthesis genes after salt treatment, indicating
that SA/SAR might also be able to suppress ABA-mediated stress
responses (Yasuda et al., 2008). This crosstalk is not limited to
Arabidopsis, with SA/SAR inducers showing antagonism with ABA
signaling in tomato (Pye et al., 2013, 2018; Kusajima et al., 2017).
Components of the SA-independent SAR induction pathway have
also been associated with ABA-mediated abiotic stress responses.
Overexpression of AZI1 confers susceptibility to drought (Atkinson et al., 2013). In contrast, freezing tolerance and salt tolerance
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Fig. 7 Plant protection strategies based on volatile organic compounds (VOCs). In push-and-pull intercropping strategies VOC-emitting plants are used to
divert pests from the main (crop) host. The technique, established by Pyke et al. (1987), combines repellant plants able to ‘push’ (blue arrow) insects away from
the crop with attractant plants that ‘pull’ (red arrow) them to the outer sides of a field. Wenig et al. (2019) show that VOCs induce resistance against
microorganisms in neighboring plants. Dashed arrows indicate that airborne defense cues emitted by companion plants might be able to prime a main crop’s
defenses against microbial pathogens.

appear to be promoted by AZI1 through an ABA-dependent
mechanism (Xu et al., 2011; Pitzschke et al., 2014). This suggests a
dual role of AZI1 in abiotic stress resistance depending on the type
of stress encountered. Additionally, based on gene expression data
Gruner et al. (2013) suggest a positive role for ABA in the early
stages of Pip signaling (Fig. 4).
SAR also interacts with JA pathways under a variety of stresses. It
has generally been acknowledged that the basal SA signals that are
needed for SAR initiation are mutually antagonistic with JA
(Glazebrook, 2005), but this is not so clear cut regarding systemic
defense (Fig. 4). In Arabidopsis there are contradicting reports on
the necessity of JA for SAR (Truman et al., 2007; Attaran et al.,
2009). Also, a SAR-inducing infection confers susceptibility to
necrotrophic pathogens via JA signal suppression in the local/
infected tissue, which likely is associated with a cytosolic function of
NPR1 (Spoel et al., 2003, 2007; Wittek et al., 2015). The latter
function of NPR1 might support JA/ET-associated ISR responses
(Weller et al., 2012; Nie et al., 2017). However, during SAR which
is supported by a nuclear function of NPR1 downstream of SA,
there appears to be no change in systemic susceptibility to
necrotrophic pathogens (Spoel et al., 2007; Wittek et al., 2015).
This might be due to SAR-associated systemic SA accumulation not
accumulating to high enough levels to reach the threshold needed
for SA-JA antagonism to occur (Spoel et al., 2007).
While SA-JA interaction during SAR is poorly understood,
the situation becomes even more complex during ISR. Previously
believed to be based on JA pathways, it now seems that a SA-JA
pathway component synergism is involved in this type of
defense, depending upon the host and PGPR species (Wu et al.,
2018; Yuan et al., 2019). The apparent lack of antagonism
between SA and JA during ISR may be due to an upregulation of
the transcription factor ORA59, which is induced after inoculation of Arabidopsis with the ISR inducer Paraburkholderia
Ó 2020 The Authors
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phytofirmans PsJN (Timmermann et al., 2019). It has been
shown that ORA59 overexpression reduces the negative regulatory effects of SA on downstream JA-induced genes (Van der
Does et al., 2013).
It has long been a consideration in plant breeding that lines with
higher defense capacities show a corresponding deficit in growth
promotion, and vice versa (Huot et al., 2014). Crosstalk between
SAR and other defense pathways adds further complexity to these
considerations, and therefore must be taken into account when
researching the potential applications of SAR and ISR elicitors in
agriculture.

VI. Conclusions: the ecology of induced resistance
In modern agriculture, crop protection is managed mainly by
applying a range of synthetic agrochemicals. The use of these
pesticides is often accompanied by the rapid development of
resistance mechanisms in pests and pathogens. This, as well as a
growing public awareness of the potential negative impacts to both
the environment and human health, has created a growing demand
for environmentally friendly crop protection techniques (Pickett,
2013; Pickett & Khan, 2016). One of the most successful
management strategies utilizes VOCs in a ‘push-and-pull’ system
(Cook et al., 2007; Brilli et al., 2019). Conceived by Pyke et al.
(1987), the ‘push-and-pull’ strategy aims to make the protected
resource hard to locate, unattractive, or unsuitable to the pest. The
goal of this strategy is to use companion plants which release either
repellent (push) or attractive (pull) VOCs, and thus redirect the
pest away from the main, economically-valuable host. This method
has been shown to effectively contribute to pest reduction in the
field (reviewed in Pickett & Khan, 2016).
SAR is associated with specific VOC emissions, which can
induce a SAR-like state in neighboring plants (Riedlmeier et al.,
New Phytologist (2021) 229: 1234–1250
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2017). Moreover, plants that receive this message are able to
further propagate it, potentially creating a wave of information
that can spread throughout natural or agricultural ecosystems
(Wenig et al., 2019). Interestingly, this signal can be transmitted
both within and between plant species: Arabidopsis can respond
to signals from spruce needles, and resistance can be induced in
barley by volatile cues from co-cultivated weed plants under both
laboratory and field conditions (Ninkovic et al., 2009; Riedlmeier
et al., 2017). Thus, by intercropping high monoterpene emitters
with crops, one could envision a novel system to protect plants
from disease (Fig. 7).
As there are currently few SAR or ISR inducers that are
commercially available, their potential in crop protection has not
yet been fully realized. Although there were previously concerns
about trade-offs with other defense pathways if SAR or ISR
inducers were to be used, the lack of SA-JA antagonism in systemic
tissues reduces this risk (Spoel et al., 2007; Wittek et al., 2015), and
ISR indeed seems to profit from the induction of multiple
phytohormone pathways. A more important and practical induction of SAR and ISR could be through priming, which puts plants
in a state of alertness, ready to bolster defense upon pathogen attack
(Conrath et al., 2015; Martinez-Medina et al., 2016). Priming is
essentially a resource-efficient form of induced resistance that – in
contrast to constitutively enhanced resistance – does not, or only
minimally, negatively influence plant growth or yield (van Hulten
et al., 2006). Mechanistically, this might depend on epigenetic
reprogramming, including histone modification of defense genes
(Jaskiewicz et al., 2011). In fact, both intra-plant and transgenerational SAR appear to depend on similar modifications, with
a reduction in H3K4 demethylation compromising Pip accumulation and associated defenses (Luna et al., 2012; Li et al., 2020).
SAR cues such as Pip and AzA are also known priming agents, and
exacerbate defense gene expression upon pathogen attack (Jung
et al., 2009; Navarova et al., 2012; Bernsdorff et al., 2016).
Concomitantly, Pip triggers VOC emissions that are recognized as
defense cues by surrounding plants (Wenig et al., 2019).
Therefore, these SAR inducers can be applied in different forms,
e.g. via Pip irrigation, monoterpene fumigation, or intercropping,
in order to prime plant defenses without compromising productivity.
While the plant-associated microbiome influences plant defense
responses, SAR and ISR reciprocally affect the microbial colonization of leaves, roots, and potentially also soils (Figs 3, 4). It is
therefore conceivable that the application of SAR inducers,
including Pip, or intercropping strategies could influence the
composition of plant-associated microbial communities towards
enhanced defense. Although it is currently unknown if ISR is
associated with emission of defense-associated VOCs from leaves, it
is tempting to speculate that this is indeed the case, and thus PGPR/
Fs could be used to prime defense and trigger further VOC
emissions to disseminate the defense signal throughout a plant
population. If utilized together, SAR inducers, intercropping and
PGPR/F application may be highly effective, complementary, and
self-fortifying strategies to prime the immune status of plant
populations. Notably, the effectiveness of SAR and ISR in the field
remains largely unclear (Bostock, 2005). Also, the effectiveness of
New Phytologist (2021) 229: 1234–1250
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PGPR/F inoculants under field conditions appears to differ
substantially from that in glasshouse experiments, while the
ecological effects of such treatments also remain largely unclear
(Kaminsky et al., 2019; Mitter et al., 2019). Therefore, more
research, especially in economically important crop plants such as
potato, barley, and wheat, is required to provide a full understanding of such interspecies interactions. Also, field experiments are
necessary to provide insight into their possible implementation as
safe, sustainable crop protection strategies.
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